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ABSTRACT:
Pressure Die Casting is one of the most important processes in the casting manufacturing industry. More than

one-third of all cast materials are die casting, and the Die is one of the main components in the Pressure Die Casting
process. A wide variety of products are manufactured using Pressure Die Casting, which vary significantly in their size,
complexity, and application. The Pressure Die Casting process requires the use of a Die casting machine, raw material,
and a Die. The raw material of casting is melted in the Pressure Die Casting machine, where it cools and solidifies into
the final part. Design for the ‘casting’ component part is followed by the Design for its Die. The intricateness for the
geometry over is features offer a challenge to the Die design Engineer. The characteristics of the material and the
associated process of manufacturing further underline the need to undertake the assessment of ‘Design for Die’ in a
critical manner and outlook. This work deals with design of Pressure Die Casting for Impeller. This work shall focus on
the design aspects of the Die. In analytical solution Simulation and analysis is carried out with the help of MAGMAsoft
software. From the simulation and analysis, the software for flow simulation provides sufficient information regarding
metal tracer, air pressure and defects like air traps, weld lines, porosity, warpage etc. With these outcomes, users can
avoid the defect of the casting in actual pressure die casting. The analysis will help to design a Die with minimum
modifications and which will also reduce the time and cost.
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INTRODUCTION:
IMPELLER:

The Impeller is the necessary part of a centrifugal pump. The performance of the pump depends on
the impeller diameters and design. The pump’s TDH is defined by the impeller’s inner and outer diameter and
the pump’s capacity is defined by the width of the impeller vanes. In general, there are three types of
impellers, open, semi open and enclosed impellers, each one is suitable for a specific application. Impellers
are made of cast iron, Aluminum Alloy or carbon steel, while impeller for aggressive fluids and slurries
require high end materials to ensure a long pump life.

METAL CASTING:
Metal casting process begins by creating a mould, which is the ‘reverse’ shape of the component we

need. The mould is made from a refractory material, for example, sand. The metal is heated in an oven until it
melts, and the molten metal is poured into the mould cavity. The liquid takes the shape of cavity, which is the
shape of the part. It is cooled until it solidifies.

Classification of casting as follows:

 Sand casting
 Shell-mould casting
 Expendable-pattern casting
 Plaster-mould casting
 Ceramic mould casting
 Investment casting
 Vacuum casting
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 Permanent mould casting
 Die casting
 Centrifugal casting

Die casting is a very commonly used type of permanent mould casting process. It is used for
producing many components of home appliances (e.g. rice cookers, stoves, fans, washing and drying
machines, fridges), motors, toys and hand-tools – since Pearl river delta is a largest manufacturer of such
products in the world, this technology is used by many companies. Surface finish and tolerance of die cast
parts is so good that there is almost no post-processing required. Die casting moulds are expensive and require
significant lead time to fabricate; they are commonly called dies. [1]

Pressure die casting in aluminum alloy provides rapid production of engineering and other related
components of even or intricate design. The technique becomes important when mass production is required.
Aluminum is comparably easy to cast and recyclable therefore, aluminum is still the most widely processed
metal in the field of die casting for engineering components such as aeronautical, defense and automotive
applications etc. It is therefore essential that the optimum casting technique with minimum defects be adopted
to reduce the manufacturing cost of die casting component during mass production. Pressure die casting is
primarily affected by the process parameters such as solidification time, molten temperature, Filling time, and
injection pressure and plunger velocity. In pressure die casting process molten metal is injected with the help
of plunger and there is no need of riser and runner, therefore lesser amount of machining is required and to
prevent metal reaction lesser solidification time is required.[1]

DIE CASTING MACHINES:
In addition to the opening and closing of the mould to prepare for and remove castings, it is very

important that there is enough force that can be applied to hold the two halves of the mould together during
the injection of the molten metal. Flow of molten metal under such pressures will create a tremendous force
acting to separate the die halves during the process. Die casting machines are large and strong, designed to
hold the mould together against such forces. In manufacturing industry, die casting machines are rated on the
force with which they can hold the mould closed. Clamping forces for these machines vary from around 25 to
3000 tons.[2]

Fig 1: Typical view of die casting machine [2]
The filling process is completed in short time snap to prevent iron contamination due to entrapped

air.There are two common types of die casting machines are hot chamber die casting machine and
coldchamber die casting machine.
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MAGMA SOFT INTRODUCTION:
This approach of problem solving would deploy CAD and CAE practices for arriving at the most

suitable solution to the Design problem at hand. The geometry would be modeled using CAD software like
CATIA or Unigraphics for the dimensions of the product. For this work, though, this data would be received
as an input for the research work; the focus of the work being on Die Casting Die design. This would be
imported in the interface of the pre-processor (Hyper Mesh) for discretizing the geometry. Further, flow
simulation would be effected using MAGMAsoft software available with the Sponsoring Company or its
associates. This would be deployed for evaluating the nature of flow w.r.t. the time taken during filling as well
as identifying potential threats to quality in terms of defects like blow holes, warpage or deflection, shrinkage,
sink marks, flash or fins and so on.

PRODUCT INFORMATION:

Fig 2: 3D Model of Impeller

MATERIAL OF IMPELLER:
Material of Impeller is an aluminium alloy-AIDC12

DIE DESIGN CALCULATIONS:
Here, values for experimental parameters like part projected area, total projected area, Tonnage

calculations of machine, gate area, gate velocity, cavity fill time have calculated or selected from reference
book Die Casting Dies by E. A. Herman. These values have changed in proportion with gate area, position of
gate, runner and riser to produce defect free casting. Total two calculations are carried out for two versions of
die design considerations and selecting any one best result to design a die for casting purpose.

DESIGN PROCEDURE:
After selecting proper values of all required allowances actual desing calclations are performed to

caculate following parameters:
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1. Part Projected Area:
Designer is provided with the part information along with all the dimentions, his job is to drawing the

part with any CAD software.Then part projected area can be easily calculated  either manually or from CAD
software  it can get directly.[7]

2. Total projected area:
It is taken projected area plus 30-40% of projected area as runner and overflows projected area.= ( ) + (30 − 40% )[8]………(1)

3. Tonnage calculation:
Once total projected area is calculatelect  next job is to select the machine and machine is selected by

tonnage requirement.ℎ= ( ) + ( ) + ( )………(2)
Then machine is selected from standard availble range of machines like 100, 180, 250, 350, 400, 420,

500, 600, 660, 800, 900, 1000, 1100…..etc. Tonnes. [8]
Designer selects nearest possible tonage capacity from range available.

4. Die Block size:
It is readially decided by tonnage of machine. [8]

5. Die block depth:
It is seleced according to system requirement but it should be at least 50mm away  from casting edge. [8]
6. Housing Size:

It is twice time of die block depth. [8]

7. Gate area:
Gate calculations are concidered very crucial in die designing process. Gate area is depends on the

quantity of aluminium is to be poure into the die cavity within reruired time at required velocity. The Gating
Design Includes the Following Steps:

a. Gram weight of Aluminium:ℎ = ( × ) + [7]……(3)
b. Cavity Fill time: = × × (Ti − Tf + Sz)Tf − Td [7]………… . (4)
Where,

K - Emperical constant, 0.034 (sec/mm).
T - Casting thickness.
Ti - Temperature of molted metal as it enters the die (0C).
Tf - Minimum flow temperature (0C)
Td- Temperature  of die cavity surface.
S - Allowable percent solid fraction

Its selection depends upon casting thickness, per 4mm thickness its 20.
Z - Units convergion factor.
c. Gate velolcity:
40 m/sec is universally accepted gate velocity. [8]
d. Gate area:
Finally gate area is calculated by following formulla:
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= Weight after gate(Fill time)X(Dencity)X(Gate velocity) [7]………… . (5)
e. No. of Gates:
It depends on total area available on profile and phisiable area for loacation of gate. Designer should keep in
mind, it is necessary that total cavity should fill in equal timein all areas.

DESIGN OF DIE CASTING SYSTEM FOR IMPELLER:
Design of a die cosist of following parameters like, material selection, model calculetions including

part projected area, slected projected area, total projected area, runner projected area, tonnege calculetions of
machine, filling ratio and cavity fill time.

Material selection:
 Die Material: Hot Die Steel H-13
 Principal Design Feature: This alloy is one of the Hot Work, Chromium type tool steel. It also
contains molybdenum and vanadium as strengthening agents. The chromimum aontent assists this alloy to
resist softening if used at higher temperature .
 Applications: H13 find application for got die work, die casting and extrusion dies.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of H-13 [9]
Content Wt.(%)

Carbon 0.32-0.45

Chromium 4.75-5.5

Molybdenum 0.2-0.5

Phosphrous 1.1-1.75

Sillicon 0.03 max

Sulpher 0.8-1.2

Vanadium 0.03 max

Table2: Physical properties of H-13 [9]

MAGMAsoft ANALYSIS:
In this workMAGMAsoft analysis is carried out on Impeller part and Die casting die to calculate

various thermal and physical properties of the metallike, metal tracer, Air pressure, etc. There are two versions
are calculated in above analysis.

SIMULATION PROCESSING:
Once the geometry is meshed, MAGMAsoft uses a modified Navier-Stokes equation for modeling

fluid flow. The user is prompted to first input the materials that make up the mould, the casting, and the filter
if one is used. From the material entries, various thermal and physical properties of the metal are extracted

Density (gm/cm3) 0.283

Specific Gravity 7.8

Melting point (0C) 2600

Modulus of Elasticity Tension 29
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from a central database built-in to MAGMA. This data includes melting temperature, heat capacity, viscosity
versus temperature, etc. The user then enters the temperature of the various materials at the time of casting.
Once all the data is entered into the system, the simulation is started. Simulations can run from hours to days,
depending on the complexity of the part geometry and the number of elements/cells in the system. For the
simulations performed in this experiment, each simulation typically run for 1 – 2 days. After the simulation is
completed, the data generated during the simulation is transferred to a postprocessor. This portion of
MAGMAsoft takes the data and manipulates it to show visual representations. For instance, raw data can be
displayed as a bulk three-dimensional flow pattern with different colors representing varying temperatures in
the melt.

METAL TRACER RESULT

Fig 3: Metal Tracer Result for 40% filled cavity Fig 4: Metal Tracer Result for 60% filled cavity

Fig 5: Metal Tracer Result for 80% filled cavity Fig 6: Metal Tracer Result for 100% filled cavity
Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6 are showing metal tracer result for successively increasing cavity filing of die. For good
quality casting it is one of the main concern of die designer that total area of die cavity should fill evenly.
Present case is dealing with twin cavity die, from above figures the metal propagation is observed evenly and
symmetrically. Figure 3 showing that metal first starts from biscuits after filling biscuits completely it get
inserted into runner and both the runners are at a time getting filled by same amount. Figure 4 metal tracer
result for die cavity when cavity is 60% filled, now runners are completely filled and next it’s necessary to
observe the metal traces when the component cavity is being filled. From the result it is observed that both the
dies are getting filled symmetrically with the same amount for particular instance of time and metal is filling
each and every section of dies evenly. From figure 5 also metal traces are observed in same manner. Figure 6
showing the result for metal tracer when cavity is 100% filled. It can be easily observed that all the individual
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portions like biscuit, runners, component cavity and overflows are filled completely at the same time. Here it
is confirmed that current design of die has no issues with meal traces for cavity being filled. So, current design
is free from uneven and unfilled areas in cavity.

AIR PRESSURE RESULT:

Fig 7: Air pressure result for version 1 Fig 8:Air pressure result for version 2
This result represents the back pressure of entrapped air in cavity (Fig7 and 8). According to standard

of acceptance if the value of back pressure of entrapped air is more than 2 bar then will lead to air porosity
after machining of casting. Air porosity is the most prominent defect in casting which can be avoided only
with proper venting of die. In the present investigation the air pressure analysis is performed to finalize
maximum value of back pressure, number of air vents and to avoid air porosity defect in casting.

CONCLUSION:
In this paper, the analytical and simulation analysis for two versions of Die design are carried out to

identify the parameters (Metal Tracer and Air Pressure) by using MAGMAsoft software.From these two
versions it is concluded that –
Metal tracer analysisis carried out to study metal traces for successively increasing cavity filling of die. We
found that it free from uneven and unfilled areas in cavity.

In Air pressure analysisby providing two air vents maximum back air pressure of die will be up to 1.3bar
which assured that the die is free from air porosity defect.
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